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Abstract

We present a new algorithm for solving basic parametric constructible or semi-algebraic

systems like C = {x ∈ Cn, p1(x) = 0, � , ps(x) = 0, f1(x) � 0, � , fl(x) � 0} or S = {x ∈ Rn,

p1(x) = 0,� , ps(x) = 0, f1(x) > 0,� , fl(x) > 0}, where pi, fi ∈Q[U , X], U = [U1,� , Ud] is the

set of parameters and X = [Xd+1,� , Xn] the set of unknowns.

If ΠU denotes the canonical projection onto the parameter’s space, solving C or S is

reduced to the computation of submanifolds U ⊂Cd (resp. U ⊂Rd) such that (Π
U

−1(U)∩C ,

ΠU) is an analytic covering of U (we say that U has the (ΠU , C)-covering property ). This

guarantees that the cardinality of ΠU

−1(u) ∩ C is constant on a neighborhood of u, that

ΠU

−1(U) ∩ C is a finite collection of sheets and that ΠU is a local diffeomorphism from each

of these sheets onto U .

We show that the complement in ΠU(C) (the closure of ΠU(C) for the usual topology

of Cn) of the union of the open subsets of ΠU(C) which have the (ΠU , C)-covering property

is a Zariski closed and thus is the minimal discriminant variety of C wrt. ΠU, denoted

WD. We propose an algorithm to compute WD efficiently.

The variety WD can then be used to solve the parametric system C (resp. S) as long as

one can describe ΠU(C) \WD (resp. Rd ∩ (ΠU(C) \WD)), which can be done by using crit-

ical points method or an ”open” Cylindrical Algebraic Variety.

1 Introduction

In this article, we propose a new algorithm for studying basic constructible (resp. semi-alge-
braic) sets defined as systems of equations and inequations (resp. inequalities) with rational
coefficients and depending on parameters. The following notations will be used:

Notation 1. Let us consider the basic semi-algebraic set

S = {x∈Rn , p1(x) =0,� , ps(x) =0, f1(x)> 0,� fl(x)> 0}

and the basic constructible set

C = {x∈Cn , p1(x)= 0,� , ps(x)= 0, f1(x)� 0,� fl(x)� 0}

where pi, fj are polynomials with rational coefficients.

• [U , X ] = [U1, �Ud, Xd+1, �Xn] is the set of indeterminates or variables, while U =
[U1,�Ud] is the set of parameters and X = [Xd+1,�Xn] the set of unknowns;

• E = {p1,� ps};
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• F = {f1,� fl};

• For any u∈Cd , φu is the specialization map U� u;

• ΠU: Cn � Cd

(u1,�ud, xd+1,� , xd) � (u1,� , ud)
denotes the canonical projection on the

parameter’s space;

• Given any ideal I we denote by V (I) ⊂Cn the associated (algebraic) variety. If a variety
is defined as the zero set of polynomials with coefficients in Q we call it a Q-algebraic
variety; we extend naturally this notation in order to talk about Q-irreducible compo-
nents, Q-Zariski closure, �

• for any constructible set V ⊂Cn, V̄ denotes its topological closure for the usual topology of
Cn or equivalently (according to [ 18] Theorem 2.33 or [ 19], I.10 Corollary 1) its C-
Zariski closure. Moreover, as the sets we consider are proven to be defined by polynomials
with rational coefficients, the same notation is also used for the Q-Zariski closures.

Solving a parametric system may have different meanings depending on the studied
problem : counting the roots wrt the parameters, finding simpler expressions, etc.. Indepen-
dently from the final objective, one needs, in most cases, to characterize open (preferably con-
nected) subsets in the parameter’s space over which the number of solutions of the system is
constant : this is required for counting the roots wrt the parameters but also, for example, for

computing rational parameterizations. In the case where ΠU(C) = Cd , denoting by U any open
subset in the parameter’s space with the above property, it is easy to show that U can not inter-
sect properly (the intersection is not U itself) some remarkable subsets of ΠU(C) such as ΠU(C) \
ΠU(C), the projection of the singular points, critical values of ΠU, points with infinite fibers,
etc.

Discriminant varieties

In the first part of this paper, we study these subsets in the general complex case (C without

assumption on ΠU(C)) and show that their union, defined as the minimal discriminant variety
of C wrt ΠU in the text, is Q-Zariski closed. In short, the complementary of the minimal dis-

criminant variety WD in ΠU(C) is a finite union of δ-dimensional submanifolds (δ = dim(ΠU(C))
such that ΠU: C � ΠU(C) \ WD is an (analytic unramified) cover, and, reciprocally, any δ-

dimensional submanifold U ⊂ ΠU(C) covered by (ΠU , C) (such that ΠU: ΠU
−1(U) ∩ C� U is a

cover) does not meet WD. Poorly speaking, the complementary of the minimal discriminant
variety in ΠU(C) can be viewed as the projection of the “generic solutions” of C (the fibers keep
a finite constant number of points under an infinitesimal deformation). We additionally show
that the minimal discriminant variety can be naturally decomposed as the union of several well
identified Q-Zariski closed subsets allowing thus to decompose the problem as well as the com-
putations.

The minimal discriminant variety is an optimal intrinsic object but it can be replaced for
many problems by a larger Q-Zariski closed subset containing it, keeping the cover of a dense
subset (in ΠU(C)) of generic solutions by (ΠU , C) : we name such varieties (non necessarily min-
imal) discriminant varieties of C wrt ΠU.

The computation of a discriminant variety WD can be viewed as a preprocessing which splits

a system into two subsystems : (C \ ΠU
−1(WD)) ∪ (C ∩ ΠU

−1(WD)). The first component is a set
of “generic” points of C (it is empty or has the same dimension as C) while the second one has
dimension less or has less irreducible components (when dim(ΠU(C)) < d) than C as long as the
system has not an infinite number of solutions for almost all the parameters’ values.
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In most applications, describing the generic solutions is sufficient since, as we will see in
detail later, the other ones mainly correspond to parameters’ values whose fibers have an infinite
number of points or belong to the projection of components of small dimension with no practical
meanings. The non generic solutions can theoretically be studied by applying recursively the

same strategy on (C ∩ ΠU
−1(WD)) so that one could propose a full algorithm for studying all the

solutions of a given parametric systems. Such a recursive study is not addressed in the present
paper since a careful study requires much more work, in particular to, at least, specify properly
the output(s). We thus focus on the study of the “generic” solutions and we mainly propose a
strategy for discussing the number of solutions of a parametric system wrt the parameters’
values.

Computing Discriminant Varieties in the complex case

In the second part of this article, we propose an algorithm for computing (minimal or non
minimal) discriminant varieties in the complex case (C). Our first goal is to propose an efficient
solution for a large class of systems : those which are generally zero-dimensional and radical for
almost all the specializations of the parameters and defined by a set of equations and inequa-
tions (or inequalities) which contains as many equations as unknowns. These systems represents
the large class of problems which can (theoretically) be solved numerically for almost all the
parameter’s values by applying standard algorithm such as Newton’s method : they will be
called well behaved systems in the text. We show that, for such systems, some of the compo-
nents of the minimal discriminant variety are empty or embedded in some others, making easier
the computation of the minimal discriminant variety. For example, one major problem, in prac-
tice, is to compute critical values and images of singular points. Using the classical argument on
the maximal rank of the minors of some Jacobian matrices supposes working with equidimen-
sional varieties and, basically, assumes that there are represented by radical ideals, which is gen-
erally not the case even for well behaved systems. For solving the general case, an easy solution
would be to systematically decompose the studied ideals in order to fit such requirements
(mainly decomposing as the intersection of radical and equidimensional ideals) but this would
have dramatical effects on the efficiency of the proposed solution in most usual situations and, in
particular, in the case of well-behaved systems. We better propose an adaptive algorithm which
is able to detect automatically and efficiently the favorable/unfavorable situations performing
hard computations such as decomposing some ideals only when necessary but also keeping track
on the end-user query (no need for example in many situation to compute a minimal discrimi-
nant variety).

The real case

The third part of the article is devoted to the real case (S). Over the reals, the subset of
parameters which are not contained in a submanifold (of dimension dim(ΠU(S))) covered by

(ΠU ,S) is not, in general, an algebraic variety but a semi-algebraic set. Denoting by W ∩Rd the
real counterpart of any discriminant variety W of the associated complex problem (C) we show

that either dim(S) < dim(C) or W ∩Rd is (non necessarily minimal) real discriminant variety of
S (its complementary in ΠU(S) is covered by (ΠU , S)). The first case is easy to detect in prac-
tice and occurs when the (real) dimension of S is less than the dimension of C : one can then
compute a Zariski closed set W ′ such that dim(C ∩ΠU

−1(W )) < dim(C) and S ⊂ C ∩ΠU
−1(W ) and

thus replace C by C ∩ ΠU
−1(W ) and S by S ∩ ΠU

−1(W ) (which remains to increase the number of
equations).

Using Discriminant Varieties
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The fourth section of the present papers show how to use discriminant varieties in order to
count the roots of a system wrt the parameters’ values.

According to the definition of the discriminant variety, counting the number of roots of C (or
S) wrt to the parameters’ values amounts to describe the connected components of ΠU(C) \ WD

(or ΠU(S) \
(

WD ∩Rd
)

) : if U denotes such a component, the constant (finite) number of roots

of C over U is the number of roots of any specialization φu(C), u ∈ U . Excepted in the case
where d = 1, the description of WD is thus not sufficient for many applications : additional com-
putations are required to fully answer to the end-user query (for example discussing the number
of solutions wrt the parameters’ values) which mostly concerns the real case (S). For a qualita-
tive answer, one may, for example, compute one point on each connected components of ΠU(S) \
WD (see [2],[22],[23],[3] for possible algorithms) and then solve the specializations of the studied
system at these sample points (using zero dimensional solvers such as [20], [12] or [25] ) to get
the possible numbers of roots over the connected subsets which do not meet the discriminant
variety. In particular, this allows to compute the maximal or minimal number of “generic” roots
of the parametric system.

In most applications however, one needs to provide a full and explicit description of these
connected components. Up to our knowledge, the only admissible way to provide a usable
output is to compute a cylindrical description. In the absolute, a Cylindrical Algebraic Decom-
position (CAD [5]) of the parameter’s space, compatible with the polynomials defining the dis-
criminant variety, would provide a satisfactory output (more details are given below). Since we
are interested only in computing the cells of highest dimension, we use a dedicated variant of the
CAD (as in [7]) to describe only ΠU(S) \ WD instead of computing a full decomposition of Rd

compatible with the polynomials used to define ΠU(S) \WD.

Discriminant varieties vs existing strategies for “solving” parametric systems

• Solutions based on triangular sets for systems of equations (see [26] for a general
overview). A good way for solving parametric systems of equations (F � 0) is to decom-
pose them as solutions of a finite union of so called regular and separable triangular sets
(or simply lexicographic Gröbner bases in some special cases) such as defined in [1] :

◦ T j = {fj,d(U1, � , Ud), fj,d+1(U1, � , Ud, Xd+1), fj,d+2(U1, � , Ud, Xd+1, Xd+2), � ,

fj,n(U1, � , Ud, Xd+1, � , Xn)}, where some fj,i could be identically null. Tj is said

to be regular (resp. separable) if LMXi
(fj,i) (resp.

∂fj,i

∂Xi
) does not vanish on an

irreducible component of V(T j), LMXi
(fj,i) being the leading monomial of fj,i

wrt the variable Xi.

Regular and separable triangular sets thus provide a quite “simple“ description (by means
of a tower of field extensions) of their solutions outside the zero set of LMXi

(fj,i) and
∂fj,i

∂Xi
, which forms a (non minimal) discriminant variety. The union of the discriminant

varieties of the triangular components of a decomposition as well as the projections of the
intersections of these components forms a discriminant variety which depends on the kind
of triangular sets computed (Kalkbrenner, Lazard, etc.) and the ordering used on the
variables.

• Rational parameterizations ([24]). With the end-user point a view, a rational
parametrization is certainly the most friendly simplification for parametric systems. It
may be viewed as a particular case of triangular system in t he case of consistent para-
metric systems : modulo a generic linear change of variables (or equivalently introducing
a new variable T which is a linear combination of the others), a rational parametrization
of the zero set of a parametric system (generically zero-dimensional of dimension d) may
have generically the following shape

◦ R= {ft(U1,� , Ud, T ), Xd+1 =
gd+1(U1,� , Ud, T )

g(U1,� , Ud, T )
,� , Xn =

gn(U1,� , Ud, T )

g(U1,� , Ud, T )
}.
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As for triangular systems, a rational parametrization of the solution set of a consistent
parametric system gives a simple representation of the solution set of a system of equa-

tions outside the zero set of LMT (ft) and
∂ft

∂T
whose projection on the parameter’s space

forms a discriminant variety. This discriminant variety is not minimal in general since it
depends on the linear generic change of variable’s performed (it contains the U - coordi-
nates of the points on which the projection canonically associated with the ”generic”
change of variables is not injective).

• Algorithms using Comprehensive Gröbner bases . A comprehensive Gröbner basis (notion
introduced in [27]) is a set of polynomial which is a Gröbner basis for all specializations
of the parameters. Such an object can not directly be used for discussing the number of
solutions wrt parameter’s values or computing “rational” parameterizations (the basic
purpose is to study specializations without computing their Gröbner basis) but there
exist some algorithms extending classical methods for zero-dimensional systems in the
case of consistent parametric systems which exploit such structures. For example ([28]),
counting roots can be done by constructing the so called Hermite’s quadratic form (with
parametric coefficients) and computing its rank, which induces case distinctions
depending on parameter’s values which are sets of inequations and equations. These sets
can not define a minimal discriminant variety in general since they strongly depend on
the monomial ordering used (Gröbner basis computation) and on the order some tests are
performed (pivot in the reduction of the quadratic form).

Note : the notion of discriminant ideal, introduced in [17] for improving the computa-
tion of comprehensive Gröbner basis is not linked to our notion of minimal discriminant
variety.

• Cylindrical Algebraic Decompositions ([5]). Given the polynomials of E and F , the CAD
computes a partition of the ambient space Cn or Rn into cells (homeomorphic to bowls of
various dimensions) on which these polynomials have constant signs. The basic algorithm
first eliminates variables one by one (projection step) by computing, at each step, a dis-
criminant variety wrt the remaining variables of the set of inequations constituted by all
the polynomials computed at the precedent step. When eliminating first the indetermi-
nates, one obtains, after n − d steps a discriminant variety of the union of all the con-
structible sets which can be defined by the polynomials given as input. This discriminant
variety is obviously not minimal in most cases.

Complexity issues

We do not address the problem of computing the complexity of the algorithm or of the size
of its output in this paper. The minimal discriminant variety being an optimal object (at least
in the complex case) the study of its complexity is of high interest but will be the subject of
another contribution. One starting point can be found in [13] : the authors compute the distri-
bution of so called vectors of multiplicities of a parametric constructible set wrt to the parame-
ters’ values using Gröbner bases. In short, they compute a partition of the parameter’s space in
subsets where the fibers have a constant (finite) number of points with constant multiplicities.
This partition is given as a union of non overlapping constructible sets and one can thus easily
deduce from this output a (non minimal) discriminant variety. Results from [13] show that if
the degrees of the polynomials of E ∪ F are bounded by D, then the degrees of the polynomials

defining the the discriminant variety are bounded by DO(n2) and, moreover, the running time of

the related algorithm is less than DO(n2d).

2 Discriminant varieties in the complex case

In this section, we will need to use two topologies on Cn : the usual one and the Zariski one.
The closure of any constructible set C will be denoted by C̄ in both cases since they coincide
according to [19]. Let us start with a precise definition of a discriminant variety of C wrt. ΠU :
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Definition 2. Let δ be the dimension of ΠU(C)=ΠU(C̄ ) . An algebraic variety W is a discrimi-
nant variety of C w.r.t. ΠU if and only if:

• W is contained in ΠU(C)

• W = ΠU(C) if and only if ΠU
−1(u)∩C is infinite or empty for almost all u∈Π;

• The connected components U1, �Uk of ΠU(C) \ W are analytic submanifolds of dimension
δ (if ΠU(C) is d-dimensional, this condition is automatically satisfied, this is especially
the case when ΠU(C)=Cd);

• For i= 1� k, (ΠU
−1(U i)

⋂ C , ΠU) is an analytic covering of U i.

If W is a discriminant variety, (ΠU
−1(U)

⋂ C , ΠU) is an analytic covering of U for U ∈ {U1, � ,

Uk}, which implies that:

• there exist a finite set of indexes I and disjoint connected subsets (V i)i∈I of C such that
ΠU

−1(U)
⋂ C =

⋃

i∈I V i;

• ΠU is a local diffeomorphism from V i onto U ;
Since C is a constructible set, for any u∈W , the discrete set ΠU

−1(u)
⋂ C is necessarily finite. In

particular, W contains the projection of every component of dimension > δ of C.
If Osd is the projection (image by ΠU) of the irreducible components of C of dimension < δ,

then Osd is necessarily contained in W .
If O∞ is the set of the u ∈ ΠU(C) such that ΠU

−1(U)
⋂ C̄ is not compact for any compact

neighborhood U of u, then O∞ ⊂ W . In fact, if U ⊂ ΠU(C) \ W is a compact neighborhood of a
point of ΠU(C) \ W , then ΠU

−1(U)
⋂ C̄ is compact since the restriction of ΠU on each V i is a

local diffeomorphism.
If Oc is the union of the critical values of ΠU (in restriction to the regular locus of C) and of

the images by ΠU of the singular point of C, Oc is also contained in W since the restriction of
ΠU to V i is a local diffeomorphism. On may notice that the critical values of ΠU on the compo-
nents of C̄ of dimension � δ are contained in Osd ∪ O∞. Thus, one may restrict Oc to the crit-
ical values and images by ΠU of the singular points of C in restriction to the union of the com-
ponents of dimension δ.

Notation 3. We denote by critical values “at large” of ΠU the union of the critical values of
ΠU (in restriction to the regular locus of C̄) and of the projection of the singular locus of C̄.

If x∈ C̄ \ C, then ΠU(x)∈W since ΠU is a local diffeomorphism.

Finally, if Wsing is the singular locus of ΠU(C), then, by definition, Wsing ⊂ W . One may

notice that in many applications, d = δ, which means that ΠU(C)=Cd and implies Wsing = ∅.
The following lemma summarizes these properties and definitions:

Lemma 4. Let C be a constructible set defined as in Notation 1 and C̄ be its closure in Cn (for
the usual topology or for the Zariski topology). Let us define:

• Osd the projection of the irreducible components of C̄ of dimension less than δ;

• Oc the critical values “at large” of ΠU in restriction to C̄.
• O∞ the set of points u ∈ ΠU(C) such that ΠU

−1(U)
⋂ C̄ is not compact for any compact

neighborhood U of u in ΠU(C) ;

• OF (resp. OFi
) the projection of the intersection of C̄ with the hypersurface defined by

∏

i=1
s

fi (resp. by fi);

• Osing the singular locus of ΠU(C) .

Then, if W is a discriminant variety of C wrt ΠU, we have Osd∪Oc∪O∞∪OF ∪Wsing ⊂W.

We will now show that Osd ∪ Oc ∪ O∞ ∪ OF ∪ Osing is a discriminant variety, and thus the
smallest one. In addition, we will give an algebraic characterization of this smallest discriminant
variety, making possible its computation (described in the next section). Finally, we will show

that this minimal discriminant variety has a dimension smaller than δ = dim(ΠU(C)) if and only

if the projection by ΠU of the irreducible components of dimension >δ of C̄ has dimension < δ.
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We first show that Osing ∪ Osd ∪ Oc ∪ O∞ ∪ OF is a Q-algebraic variety. As we will have to
consider the Q-Zariki closures of these components, we introduce the following notation:

Notation 5. For any set O., we denote by W. its Q-Zariski closure. For example, Wc will be
the Q-Zariski closure of Oc. Note that we obviously have Wsing = Osing.

A key point is to show that O∞= W∞ :

Lemma 6. The set O∞ is Q-Zariski closed. More precisely, it is equal to W∞: = π(C̄ P
⋂ H∞),

where:

• Pn−d is the projective space associated to Cn−d;

• C̄ P is the projective closure of C in Cd ×Pn−d;

• H∞ is the hyperplane at infinity in Cd ×Pn−d, i.e. H∞=
(

Cd ×Pn−d
)

\
(

Cd ×Cn−d
)

;

• π is the canonical projection from Cd ×Pn−d to Cd.

Proof. According to [8] (Corollary 10 p. 389), if C ⊂ Cn is any constructible set, then C̄ = C̄
and ΠU(C) = ΠU(C) (see [19]) and ΠU(C̄ ) = ΠU(C) = π(C̄ P). Since C̄ is the affine part of C̄ P,
then:

ΠU(C̄ )= W∞∪ΠU(C̄ ). (1)

According to [18], W∞ is a C-algebraic variety since it is the projection on the affine space Cd of

a C-variety of Cd ×Pn−d. Moreover, it is a Q-variety since it can be written as the intersection
of Q-varieties.

Let u ∈ ΠU(C). If u∈W∞, then according to (1), there exist a compact neighborhood U ⊂
ΠU(C̄ ) of u such that U ∩W∞ = ∅, and thus ΠU

−1(U)∩ C̄ = π−1(U) ∩ C̄ P viewing the affine space

Cn as an open subspace of the projective space Pn. Since π is continuous ΠU
−1(U)

⋂ C̄ is then
compact, which shows that u∈O∞ and O∞⊂W∞.

On the other hand, if u belongs to W∞, there exist, by definition of W∞, an element t of
Pn−d such that (u, t) ∈ C̄ P ∩H∞. By definition of C̄ P, any neighborhood of (u, t) in Cd ×Pn−d

meets C̄ , which implies that the reciprocal image by ΠU of any compact neighborhood of u

intersects C̄ and is not compact since it is different from its closure in Cd × Pn−d. Thus W∞ ⊂
O∞. �

The sets Osd and Oc are not Zariski closed in general, but they are projections of Q-Zariski
closed subsets of C̄ . Thus, according to the relation (1), we have Osd \Osd ⊂W∞ and Oc \Oc ⊂
W∞, which shows :

Lemma 7. Osd

⋃

Oc

⋃

O∞ is Q-Zariski closed. More precisely :

Osd

⋃

Oc

⋃

O∞ =Wsd

⋃

Wc

⋃

W∞

By definition, Wsing, Wsd and Wc are closed subsets of dimension < δ; thus, Osing

⋃

Osd

⋃

Oc

⋃

O∞ is a closed set which is strictly contained in ΠU(C) if and only if W∞ = O∞ is strictly
contained in ΠU(C).

If D is a connected component of C̄ , a polynomial fi ∈ F can not be identically null on D
(by definition of C). Thus ΠU(V (fi)∩ C̄ )is a strict subset of ΠU(C). Using again (1), OF is the

projection of an algebraic set contained in C̄ and (OF \ OF) ⊂ W∞. Setting WF = F̄ , we obtain
the following result:

Lemma 8. The set O∞

⋃

OF is Q-Zariski closed and is contained in every discriminant
variety of C. Therefore,

Osing

⋃

Osd

⋃

Oc

⋃

O∞

⋃

OF =Wsing

⋃

Wsd

⋃

Wc

⋃

W∞

⋃

WF

is also Q-Zariski closed.
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According to this lemma, we have defined a Q-algebraic variety which is contained in any
discriminant variety. It remains to show that this object is itself a discriminant variety:

Theorem 9. WD = Osing

⋃

Osd

⋃

Oc

⋃

O∞
⋃

OF = Wsing

⋃

Wsd

⋃

Wc

⋃

W∞
⋃

WF is the
smallest discriminant variety of C w.r.t. ΠU.

Proof. The only thing to prove is that, ∀u ∈ΠU(C) \ WD, there exist a sub-manifold U ⊂ ΠU(C)

of dimension δ containing u and such that (ΠU
−1(U)

⋂ C , ΠU) is an analytic covering of U .
If W∞ = ΠU(C), then WD = ΠU(C) and the lemma is proved. Let us now suppose that W∞ �

ΠU(C). In that case, WD is strictly contained in ΠU(C) (the other components of WD have
dimension < δ).

By definition W∞⊂WD, and thus ΠU
−1(u)

⋂ C is a non empty compact set for any u∈WD. It
is therefore finite. More generally, by continuity of ΠU, if U is a compact neighborhood of u in

ΠU(C) which does not meet WD, then ΠU
−1(U)

⋂ C̄ is compact. Since Wsing ⊂ WD, there always
exist a neighborhood U of u contained in ΠU that is a sub-manifold of dimension δ.

Let u be a point in ΠU(C) \ WD and U a compact neighborhood of u such that U ⋂

WD = ∅.
Let D be a connected component of ΠU

−1(U)
⋂ C. Since D is compact, if D does not meet

ΠU
−1(u), we can restrict U to a sub-manifold U ′ ⊂ U containing u and such that ΠU

−1(U ′)
⋂ D =

∅. Similarly, we can suppose that all the connected components of ΠU
−1(U)

⋂ C intersect

ΠU
−1(u). Since u∈O∞

⋃

Osd, these components have dimension δ. Since u∈Oc, the implicit func-
tions theorem applies. After having possibly reduced U , ΠU then defines a C∞-diffeomorphism
between each of these connected components and U and thus, (ΠU

−1(U), ΠU) is an analytic cov-
ering of U . �

3 Algorithms in the complex case

In this section, we propose a general algorithm for computing the minimal discriminant
variety of any basic constructible set.

Given any ideal I ⊂Q[U , X ] such that V (I) = C̄ , we will first recall how to compute d, δ, I ∩
Q[U ] (Algorithm PreProcessing) and how to compute the generators of ideals IF, I∞ ⊂Q[U ]
such that V (I∞) = W∞ and V (IF) = WF (Algorithm PropenessDefects) without any
assumption on E .

The computation of the other components of WD (or of any discriminant variety) depends
strongly on the properties of I. In short, the computation of Wc, Wsing or Wsd may require to
decompose I into equidimensional and radical components. Such a preprocessing is, in practice,
too costly (according to the current state of the art) when dealing with large systems and must
be avoided when possible.

Notation 10. Let I ⊂ Q[Y ] be an ideal, Y ′ ⊂ Y a set of variables, k ≤ #Y ′ a positive integer.
We denote by JacY ′

k (I) the ideal generated by all the minors of dimension k of the Jacobian
matrix wrt the Y ′ of any system of generators of I.

We will show that there are only few practical cases where the computation of a decomposi-
tion of I or of its radical may be useful and we will propose an adaptive algorithm performing
such costly operations only when required.

Let us consider, for example, the computation of Wc. If I is prime, Wc is the zero set of (I +
JacX

n−δ(I)) ∩ Q[U ]. This characterization can be extended to equidimensional and radical ideals
but not to the general case (consider for example the system P 2 = 0 where P is a non constant
polynomial in Q[U , X]). For many parametric systems coming from applications, φu(E) can be
numerically solved for almost all u ∈ Rd using simple versions of Newton’s algorithm. This
means in particular that d = δ, s = n − δ and that 〈φu(E)〉 is radical and zero-dimensional for
almost all u ∈Rd. For this class of systems, 〈E 〉 may be not radical nor equidimensional, but we
always have Wsd =Wsing = ∅.
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We will show that even when Wc⊂(I + JacX
n−δ(I)) ∩Q[U ], such systems always satisfy WD =

WF ∪W∞ ∪V ((I + JacX
n−δ(I))∩Q[U ])) and there is no need to decompose I nor to compute its

radical. More generally, we will characterize a class of systems for which WD = WF ∪ W∞ ∪
V (I + JacX

n−δ(I)) ∩ Q[U ]) ∪ V (I ∩ Q[U ] + JacU
d−δ(I ∩ Q[U ])) and propose an algorithm (Algo-

rithm core) that first checks if a problem belongs to this class and, if it does, computes
straightforwardly its minimal discriminant variety.

If this algorithm detects that the problem does not belong to this favorable class, there are

many situations where W ′ = WF ∪ W∞ ∪ V ((I + JacX
n−δ(I)) ∩Q[U ]) ∪ V (I ∩Q[U ] + JacU

d−δ(I ∩
Q[U ])) is a large discriminant variety or a large discriminant variety where the components of
Wsd are missing. Even in the latter case, this variety may be an acceptable answer : W ′ is then
a discriminant variety of the union of the components of dimension ≥ δ of C. Also, over each
connected open subset of U ⊂

(

ΠU(C) \ W ′
)

, the number of solutions is constant for all the

parameters of U that do not belong to Wsd (and thus for almost all the parameters of U). For
many applications, this information is sufficient and there is no need to compute a discriminant
variety. In section 5.2, for example, the parameters represent the lengths of some physical com-
ponents of a robot : because of unavoidable manufacturing errors, it does not make sense to
study the case where they belong to a strict Zariski closed subset of the parameter’s space.

In the proposed general algorithm, such subjective elements of decision are set by the user.
The computations are dynamically driven by these informations as well as the (algebraic or geo-
metrical) properties detected at each step.

3.1 Conditions free computations (Algorithms PreProcessing and
PropernessDefects)

Most of the components of the minimal discriminant variety are the Q-Zariski closure of the
projection by ΠU of some algebraic variety V ; if I is an ideal which defines this variety (V (I) =

V ), then ΠU(V ) = V (I
⋂

Q[U ]). If G is a Gröbner basis of I for a monomial ordering which
eliminates X , then G

⋂

Q[U ] is a Gröbner basis of I
⋂

Q[U ], and this is the simplest way to

compute ΠU(V ). In practice, the most efficient monomial ordering is a block ordering which is
the Degree Reverse Lexicographic one (DRL) on each block :

Notation 11. Let Y = [U1, � , Ud, Xd+1, � , Xn]. If <U (resp. <X ) is an admissible monomial
ordering for the monomials depending on the variables U (resp. X), then <U,X = ( <U , <X )
will denote the product of orderings such that Ui <U,X Xi for Ui∈U and Xi∈X.

For any polynomial g ∈Q[U , X ], LM<X
(g) (resp. LC<X

(g)), will denote the (monic) leading
monomial (resp. the leading coefficient) with respect to <X of g viewed as a polynomial in the
variables X with coefficients in Q[U ]. Note that with this notation, LC<X

(g) is a polynomial in
U.

According to [8] we have:

Proposition 12. Let G be a Gröbner basis of an ideal I ⊂ Q[U , X ] w.r.t. <U ,X , then G
⋂

Q[U ] is a Gröbner basis of I
⋂

Q[U ] w.r.t. <U .
Let T be a new indeterminate, then V (I) \V (f) = V ((I + 〈T f − 1〉) ⋂

Q[U , X ]). If G′ ⊂
Q[U , X, T ] is a Gröbner basis of I + 〈T f − 1〉 with respect to <(U,X),T then G′

⋂

Q[U , T ] is a

Gröbner basis of I: f∞: = (I + 〈T f − 1〉) ⋂

Q[U , X ] w.r.t. <(U,X) . The variety V (I) \V (f)

and the ideal I: f∞ are usually called the saturations of V (I) and I by f.

These well known results reduce the computation of ideals defining C̄ , ΠU(C), δ and WF to
single Gröbner bases computation for block orderings: The ideal I such that V (I) = C̄ is the

saturation of 〈E 〉 by
∏

i=1
l

fi (or successively by each fi). We can represent ΠU(C) as V (I
⋂

Q[U ]), and its dimension δ is, in practice, easily deduced from the Gröbner basis, although this
is a NP-complete problem [8]. Finally, WF = V ((I + 〈 ∏

i=1
l

fi〉)
⋂

Q[U ]) or equivalently WF =

V ((〈E 〉: ( ∏

i=1
l

fi)+ 〈 ∏

i=1
l

fi〉)
⋂

Q[U ]).
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Remark 13. The computation of 〈E 〉: ( ∏

i=1
l

fi) can be avoided in several situations :

• if (〈E 〉 + 〈 ∏

i=1
l

fi〉)
⋂

Q[U ] has dimension < δ : in such a case the irreducible compo-

nents of V (〈E 〉) that belong to V (
∏

i=1
l

fi) have a projection of dimension < δ and so

belong to ΠU
−1(Wsd

⋃

W∞).

• if
∏

i=1
l

fi ∈ 〈E 〉 (which can easily be tested by the testing the equality of the Gröbner

bases of 〈E 〉 and 〈E 〉+ 〈 ∏

i=1
l

fi〉) then ΠU(C) = ∅ (the system has no solutions).

The algorithm PreProcessing, detailed in section 7, uses the above results for computing δ,

WF, C̄ and ΠU(C) and the later remark for optimizing the computations. Its specifications are
the following :

Algorithm PreProcessing

• Input : E ,F , U , X

• Output : δ,G, GΠ, GF such that

◦ G is a reduced Gröbner basis for <U ,X such that C ∩ΠU
−1(ΠU(C) \WF) = V (〈G〉)∩

ΠU
−1(ΠU(C) \WF);

◦ GΠ, GF are reduced Gröbner bases for <U such that V (〈GΠ〉) = ΠU(C) and
V (〈GF〉) =WF;

We are now going to prove that we can represent W∞ as the zeros of some Gröbner bases,
which may be extracted without any further computation from those already computed by the
PreProcessing algorithm.

Theorem 14. Let G be a reduced Gröbner basis of any ideal I such that V (I) = C̄, computed
wrt a product ordering <U,X where <X is the Degree Reverse Lexicographic ordering s.t.
Xd+1 < � < Xn. We define E i

∞ = {LM<X
(g) F g ∈G , ∃m ≥ 0, LM<X

(g) = Xi
m}, and E0 =

G
⋂

Q[U ]. Then:

• E0 is a Gröbner basis of I
⋂

Q[U ] w.r.t. <U and E0⊂E i
∞ for i= d + 1�n;

• E i
∞ is a Gröbner basis of some ideal Ii

∞⊂Q[U ] w.r.t. <U ;

• W∞=
⋃

i=d+1
n

V (Ii
∞).

Proof. The first item is a direct consequence of the definition of E0 and E i
∞ and of Proposition

12.

Let p ∈ Q[U , X ]. We say that p is a X-homogeneous polynomial of degree k if p =
∑

|α|=k
hα(U)Xα. Let T be a new variable. We define the (X, T )-homogenization of p as being

the (X, T )-homogeneous polynomial ph = Q[T , U , X] of degree degree(p, X) such that ph(U , X,

1) = p. By extension, if G is a set of polynomials of Q[U , X ], Gh is the set of (X, T )-homoge-
nizations of the elements of G and if I is an ideal of Q[U , X], Ih is the (X, T )-homogeneous
ideal generated by the (T , X)-homogenizations of polynomials of I. If G is a Gröbner basis of I

for <U,X then Gh is a Gröbner basis of Ih for the ordering <h such that

Uα1Xβ1T γ1 <h Uα2Xβ2T γ2 if and only if (γ1 = γ2 and Uα1Xβ1 <U ,X Uα2Xβ2) or (γ1 < γ2), and we
have V (I)P = V (Gh) =V (Ih) ([8] Theorem 4 p. 375).

In the following, we need to consider the specialization map:

Ψj
a: Q[T , U , X] � Q[U , Xj+1,�Xn]

T � 0
Xd+1 � 0
 

Xj−1 � 0
Xj � 1
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The definition of the Degree Reverse Lexicographic ordering makes almost immediate the fol-
lowing lemma from which the remainder of the proof will be easily deduced.

Lemma 15. Let g ∈Q[U , X ]; then :

• The ordering w.r.t. <U ,X of the monomials in g is the same as the ordering of their
images in Ψj

a(gh), using as convention that monomials with a null image are the smallest
ones in g.

• If Ψj
a(LM<U,X

(gh) =0 then Ψj
a(gh)= 0.

• Ψj
a(gh) =0 if and only if LM<U,X

(g) depends on {X1,� , Xj−1}.
• If Ψj

a(gh)� 0 then Ψj
a(gh)∈Q[U ] if and only if LM<X

(g) is a power of Xj.

Moreover, if G is a reduced Gröbner basis of the ideal I for the monomial ordering <U ,X then
Ψj

a(Gh) is a reduced Gröbner basis of Ψj
a(Ih) for the same ordering.

Proof. The last assertion is an immediate consequence of the first ones: the proofs that G and
Ψj

a(Gh) are reduced Gröbner bases are exactly the same, as they involve only the ordering and
the leading terms of the polynomials.

The other assertions are immediate consequence of the definition of the Degree Reverse Lexi-
cographical ordering. For any set of variables Y = Y1,� , Yn it is defined as: Y1

a1�Yn
an < Y1

b1�Yn
bn

if and only if
∑

1
n

ai <
∑

1
n

bi or
∑

1
n

ai =
∑

1
n

bi and there is an index j such that aj > bj and
∀i < j, ai = bi. �

Since W∞ = π(C̄ P
⋂ H∞), we want to compute the zeroes of Ih which have a null T -coordi-

nate and at least a non zero X-coordinate. Let α = (0, u1,� , ud, αd+1,� , αn) be such a zero, and
suppose that j is the smallest index such that αi � 0. Since the polynomials in Ih are homoge-
neous, α is a zero of Ih if and only if α′ = (0, u1, � , ud, αj+1/αj , � , αn/αj) is a zero of Ψj

a(Ih),
which shows that :

W∞ =
⋃

j=d+1

n

ΠU(V (〈Ψj
a(Ih)〉)) =

⋃

j=d+1

n

V (〈Ψj
a(Ih)

⋂

Q(U)〉)

The above lemma shows that E j
∞ = Ψj

a(Gh)
⋂

Q(U) is a Gröbner basis of the ideal 〈Ψj
a(Ih)

⋂

Q(U)〉, which proves the second and the third items of the theorem. �

Starting from a Gröbner basis of I (V (I) = C̄ ) for <U ,X , where <U and <X are Degree
Reverse Lexicographic orderings, the computation of I∞ = ∩i=0

n Ii
∞ of Theorem 14 is easy. the

specifications of the related algorithm (detailed in section 7) are the following :

Algorithm propernessDefects

• Input : G,U ,X where G a reduced Gröbner of basis (output from Algorithm PrePro-
cessing) w.r.t <U,X where <U and <X are Degree Reverse Lexicographic orderings;

• Output : Gi
∞, i = d +1�n such that

◦ Gi
∞ is a Gröbner basis for <U ;

◦ W∞=∪i=0
n−d

V (〈Gi
∞〉).

3.2 The algorithm Critical

In this section, we suppose that I is the ideal defining C̄ (see specifications of the algorithm
in the above section). As recall in the introduction of this section, computing the singular locus
(or the critical values of a projection like ΠU) of an algebraic variety is not straightforward when
the ideal defining it is not prime or at least equidimensional and radical (Wc may not be equal

nor contained in V (I + JacX
n−δ(I))). In this section, our goal is to characterize the cases where

Wc and Wsing can be replaced by V ((I + JacX
n−δ(I)) ∩ Q[U ]) and V ((I ∩ Q[U ]) + JacU

d−δ(I ∩
Q[U ])) for computing a (non necessarily strict) discriminant variety.
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The following proposition shows that there is no mathematical need to fully decompose I

into radical and equidimensional components :

Proposition 16. Let I = ∩i=1
i1 Qi ∩i=1

i2 Qi
′ be a minimal primary decomposition of I where {Qi,

i = 1, � , i1} are the primary components such that dim (Qi) = dim (Qi ∩Q[U ]) = δ, and suppose

that WD = W∞∪Wsd ∪Wsing ∪WF ∪Wc is the minimal discriminant variety of C̄ w.r.t. ΠU.

If dim (V ((I + JacX
n−δ(I))∩Q[U ]))< δ, then

• Qi = Qi

√
for i =1,� , i1;

• dim (W∞) <δ;

• if J = ∩i=1
i1 Qi, then WD = W∞ ∪ Wsd ∪ WF ∪ V ((J + JacX

n−δ(J)) ∩ Q[U ]) ∪ V ((J ∩
Q[U ])+ JacU

d−δ(J ∩Q[U ])) and dim(WD)< δ.

Proof. If Qi � Qi

√
for some i, then JacX

n−δ(I) vanishes on V (Qi), and thus dim (V ((I +
JacX

n−δ(I))∩Q[U ]))≥ δ, which contradicts the hypothesis and proves the first item.
If dim (W∞) = δ, then there exist an index i, 1 6 i 6 i2 such that dim (Qi

′) ≥ δ and dim (Qi
′ ∩

Q[U ]) = δ. In that case, the Jacobian matrix wrt X associated to any set of generators of I has
rank lower than n − δ on V (Qi

′) and thus dim (V ((I + JacX
n−δ(I)) ∩ Q[U ])) ≥ δ, which contra-

dicts the hypothesis and proves the second item.
For any algebraic variety V , we denote by Crit(V) the union of the singular points of V and

of the critical points of ΠU in restriction to the regular locus of V .
If p ∈ Crit(V (I)) and ΠU(p)∈(W∞ ∪ Wsd), then p ∈ Crit(V (J)). Moreover, since J is equidi-

mensional and radical, then Crit(J) = V (J + JacX
n−δ(J)) and has dimension less than δ. Also,

Wc ∪ W∞ ∪ Wsd = ΠU(Crit(V (I))) ∪ W∞ ∪ Wsd = W∞ ∪ Wsd ∪ ΠU(V (J + JacX
n−δ(J))) = W∞ ∪

Wsd ∪ V ((J + JacX
n−δ(J)) ∩Q[U ]). Similarly, one has Wsing ∪ W∞ ∪ Wsd = W∞ ∪ Wsd ∪ V ((J ∩

Q[U ])+ JacX
n−δ(J ∩Q[U ])) which shows the third item. �

For practical issues, we will better use the following corollary :

Corollary 17. Using the notations of Proposition 16, If dim (V ((I + JacX
n−δ(I)) ∩Q[U ])) < δ,

then

• W ′ = W∞∪Wsd ∪WF ∪V ((I + JacX
n−δ(I))∩Q[U ])∪V ((I ∩Q[U ]) + JacU

d−δ(I ∩Q[U ])) is

a discriminant variety of C̄ wrt ΠU and dim(W ′) <δ;

• If ∃Qi
′ such that ∃Qj with Qj

√

⊂ Qi
′

√

, then W ′ is the minimal discriminant variety of
C̄ wrt ΠU.

Proof. If ∃Qi
′ such that ∃Qj with Qj

√

⊂ Qi
′

√

, then ΠU(V (Qi
′))⊂W∞∪Wsd, ∀i = 1� i2 so that

W ′=WD, which shows the second item.
Without lost of generality, we suppose there exist an index i3 with 1 ≤ i3 ≤ i2, such that ∃Qj

with Qj

√

⊂ Qi
′

√

if and only if i ≤ i3, and we set Q′ = ∩i=1
i3 Qi

′ and Q′′ = ∩i=i3+1
i2 Qi

′. We then

have : I = J ∩ Q′ ∩ Q′′, so that W ′ = WF ∪ Wsd ∪ W∞ ∪ V ((J ∩ Q′ + JacX
n−δ(J ∩ Q′)) ∩Q[U ]) ∪

V ((J ∩ Q′ ∩Q[U ]) + JacU
d−δ(J ∩ Q′ ∩Q[U ])) and dim(W ′) < δ since dim(ΠU(V (Q′))) < δ, which

shows that W ′ is a discriminant variety. �

The condition of the second item is not easy to check in practice in the general case, but it
can be simplified for a large class of systems:

Corollary 18. Using the notations of Proposition 16, if I = < f1, � , fn−δ > and if

dim (V ((I + JacX
n−δ(I)) ∩Q[U ])) < δ, then Wsd = ∅ and W ′ is the minimal discriminant variety

of C̄ wrt ΠU.

Proof. If I = 〈f1, � , fn−δ〉, then V (I) has no irreducible component of dimension < δ so that,
Wsd = ∅. It follows from Proposition 16 that, reusing the notations of the proof of Corollary 17,
we only have to prove that ΠU(V (Q′′))⊂W∞ to conclude.
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Thus, let us consider Q = Qi
′ with dim (Q)< δ,P = Q

√
and denote by Q[U , X]P the localiza-

tion of Q[U , X ] at P . The ideals IQ[U , X] and IQ[U , X ]P are generated by n − δ elements and
so the height of their isolated primary components are ≤ n − δ according to the general form
Krull’s principal ideal theorem ([16]).

If the height of IQ[U , X]P is < n − δ, then IQ[U , X ] has a primary component of height <

n − δ (and thus of dimension > δ since Q[U , X] is a Cohen-Macaulay ring) contained in P ,
which shows that V (ΠU(Q))⊂W∞.

Suppose now that the height ofIQ[U , X]P is n − δ. Since IQ[U , X]P is generated by n − δ

elements (the images of the fi in Q[U , X]P), and since Q[U , X]P is a local ring, these elements
forms a regular sequence (Theorem 17.4 in [16]). The ring Q[U , X ]P being Cohen-Macaulay, the
ideal IQ[U , X]P is then pure equidimensional (it does not have any primary component of
height � n − δ) and consequently, IQ[U , X] has no primary component of height � n − δ con-
tained in P , which is impossible since Q ⊂ P has dimension < δ (and so its height is > n − δ

since Q[U , X] is Cohen-Macaulay). �

According to Corollary 17 and Corollary 18 a key filter is the test on the dimension of

V ((I + JacX
n−δ(I)) ∩ Q[U ])). If it is less than δ, on can replace Wc (resp. Wsing) by V ((I +

JacX
n−δ(I)) ∩ Q[U ]) (resp. V ((I ∩ Q[U ]) + JacU

d−δ(I ∩ Q[U ]))) in many cases (most cases in
regard of systems coming from applications), otherwise, one will need to compute the radical of
I (or at least to replace some primary components by their radical). The goal of the function

Critical detailed in section 7, is to compute V ((I + JacX
n−δ(I)) ∩ Q[U ]), which is compulsory

for getting its dimension, to compute eventually V ((I ∩Q[U ]) + JacU
d−δ(I ∩Q[U ])) and to return

a comprehensive information (for example “need to compute the radical”) to keep track, in the

remaining computations, of the detected properties (for example, if dim(V ((I + JacX
n−δ(I)) ∩

Q[U ]))) < δ), according to Corollary 17, apart some possible missing points of Wsd one has a
large discriminant variety if W∞ and WF are already known). The specifications of the Crit-
ical algorithm are the following :

Algorithm Critical

• Input : E , G, GΠ, δ, U , X as in Algorithm PreProcessing

• Output : Gc, Gsing and Property such that

◦ Gc and Gsing are reduced Gröbner bases for <U

◦ if Property=Minimal , then WD = W∞ ∪V (〈Gc〉) ∪ V (〈Gsing〉) ∪WF is the minimal
discriminant variety of C w.r.t. ΠU (Corollary 18).

◦ if Property=PartialLarge, then W∞∪Wsd ∪V (〈Gc〉)∪V (〈Gsing〉)∪WF has dimen-
sion <δ and is a discriminant variety of C w.r.t. ΠU (Corollary 17).

◦ if Property=NeedRadical , then W∞ ∪ Wsd ∪ V (〈Gc〉) ∪ V (〈Gsing〉) ∪ WF is not a

discriminant variety of C w.r.t. ΠU (if I = 〈G〉, dim(V ((I + JacX
n−δ(I))∩Q[U ])))≥

δ).

3.3 The Core algorithm

From Algorithms PreProcessing and PropernessDefects one knows how to compute
W∞ and WF. Let us explore how to drive the remaining computations from the output of Algo-
rithm Critical. If I denotes any ideal such that V (I) = C̄ , then :

• [A] if dim (V ((I + JacX
n−δ(I))∩Q[U ]))< δ (if Property � NeedRadical) two case occur

◦ [1] if Property=Minimal , say if #E = n − δ (or if I is generated by n − δ polyno-
mials), one has Wsd = ∅ and Algorithm Critical computes Wc and Wsing (Corol-
lary 18).
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◦ [2] if Property � Minimal , say if #E � n − δ (or if I is not known to be generated
by n − δ polynomials), then Algorithm Critical computes Wc and Wsing, may be
part of Wsd and also some possible extraneous components of dimension < δ

(Corollary 17). Depending on the use :

− [a] the missing points from Wsd may not play any role in the studied appli-
cation and we can stop the computations;

− [b] the computation of a discriminant variety is required and then one needs
to compute Wsd;

− [c] the computation of a minimal discriminant variety is required and then
one needs to remove some embedded primary components, (Corollary 17) :
one will perform again thees tests and computations; if the process comes
back to [A-2-c], one then will also need to compute also Wsd.

• [B] if dim (V ((I + JacX
n−δ(I)) ∩ Q[U ])) ≥ δ (if Property = NeedRadical), say if

dim (V ((I + JacX
n−δ(I)) ∩Q[U ])) = δ, one needs to replace the primary components Qi ⊂

I, i = 1� i1 by their radical and perform again these tests and computations.

The situations [A-1] and [A-2-a] cover most systems coming from applications and do not
require to perform any decomposition of I . Since these cases can be detected or checked dynam-
ically, our general strategy consists in betting that we are in one of these situations. This
requires in particular extraneous informations from the user (especially for the case [A-2-a]). We
thus decompose the general algorithm into two algorithms. The first one, named Core (detailed
in section 7) runs straightforwardly Algorithms PreProcessing, PropernessDefects and
Critical. It does not depends on the extraneous informations given by the user and has the
following specifications :

Algorithm Core

• Input : E ,F , U , X

• Output : G, GΠ, GD,1,� , GD,k and Property such that

◦ G is a reduced Gröbner basis for <U,X where <U and <X are Degree Reverse
Lexicographic orderings;

◦ (GD,i)i=1� k and IΠ are Gröbner bases for <U ;

◦ if Property=Minimal , then ∪i=1
k

V (〈GD,i〉) is the minimal discriminant variety of
C w.r.t. ΠU;

◦ if Property=PartialLarge, then Wsd ∪i=1
k

V (〈GD,i〉) is a discriminant variety of C
w.r.t. ΠU, which has the same components of dimension δ, if any, as the minimal
one;

◦ if Property=NeedRadical , then Wsd ∪ Wc ∪ Wsing ∪i=1
k

V (〈GD,i〉) is the minimal
discriminant variety of C w.r.t. ΠU.

In short, the algorithm Core fully solves the problem when in situations [A-1] and [A-2-a]
and it returns a comprehensive message (Property=PartialLarge or Property=NeedRadical) oth-
erwise. Also, the general algorithm will first run the Core Algorithm and, when necessary (situ-
ations [A-2-b], [A-2-c] of [B]), will decompose I and follow the computations. One important
remark is that some part of the discriminant variety are definitively known in any case : this is
always the case for W∞∪WF, and sometimes the case for W∞∪WF ∪Wc∪Wsing (note that Wsd

always miss when Property � Minimal).

3.4 The general algorithm
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In this section, we describe a general algorithm which computes a discriminant variety in any
case. The global strategy consists in running first the Core algorithm described in the previous
section and, in case of failure (which may not happens for almost all the problems coming from
applications), depending on the message returned (Property) and on the end-user query (a min-
imal discriminant variety may be required, the components of small dimension may be ignored,
etc.) the proposed solution may (at least partially) decompose I to follow the computations.

The situations where Algorithm Core may fail are fully specified by Corollary 17 and Corol-
lary 18. In order to follow the computations, one needs to compute the radical of some primary
components (those of dimension δ which do not contain any polynomial of Q[U ]) and/or the
projection of the components of dimension < δ. This can obviously be done using classical algo-
rithms such as those described in [4] (primary decomposition and/or computation of the radical
of an ideal) but also by lazy strategies such as decompositions into regular and separable trian-
gular sets [1].

Most existing algorithms for computing decompositions can be optimized in our case. For
example, the knowledge of an ideal defining W∞ can easily be exploited to optimize algorithm
[11] (performing differently the saturations), the computation of the Jacobian criterion in Core
could also be reused in Algorithms like [9]. We do not detail such optimization in the present
contribution, but better point out the extraneous work required when decomposing the problem.
In order to keep simple descriptions, we suppose that the decomposition process is able to com-
pute equidimensional and radical irredundant decompositions (it is not useful to have such a full
decomposition according to Corollary 17 and Corollary 18).

Definition 19. Given an ideal I, a radical equidimensional decomposition of I is a finite set of

radical equidimensional ideals Qi, i = 1,� , m such that I
√

=
⋂

i=1
m

Ii. The decomposition is irre-
dundant if none of the Ii is contained in an associated prime of another Ii, or equivalently if
none of the V (Ii) contents any component of another V (Ii).

We describe now how the minimal discriminant variety may be computed from a radical
equidimensional decomposition.

Proposition 20. Using Notation 1, let 〈E 〉
√

=
⋂

i=1
m

Ii be a radical equidimensional decompo-

sition of 〈E 〉. Then
⋂

i=1
m (Ii: (

∏

i=1
l

fi)
∞) is a radical equidimensional decomposition of

〈E 〉:( ∏

i=1
l

fi)
∞. If the former is irredundant, the same becomes true for the latter, after

removing the components which are equals to the full ring.
In other words, it is equivalent to decompose 〈E 〉 or the ideal I which is produced by Algo-

rithm preProcessing

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the standard properties of the saturation of ideals,
which commutes with intersections and radical computation. �

Proposition 21. Using the notations of Algorithm preProcessing, let
⋂

i=1
m

Ii be a radical
equidimensional decomposition of I. We suppose that it is irredundant in dimension δ, which
means that the Ii of dimension δ does not share any irreducible component. We denote by IΠ

(i),
WF

(i), � the objects (ideals and varieties, not Gröbner bases) associated to Ii as introduced in the
specifications of Algorithms PreProcessing, PropernessDefects, Critical and Core.
We have

• IΠ

√
=

⋂

i=1
m

IΠ
(i)

and ΠU(V (I)) =V (IΠ) =
⋃

i=1
m

V (IΠ
(i)

);

• IF
√

=
⋂

i=1
m

IF
(i)

√

and WF =V (IF)=
⋃

i=1
m

WF
(i)
;

• W∞=
⋃

i=1
m

W∞
(i) and W∞

(i) = V (IΠ
(i)

) if and only if dim (Ii)> dim (IΠ
(i)

);

• Wsd is included in the union of those of the V (IΠ
(i)

) such that dim (Ii) < δ; the inclusion
becomes an equality if the decomposition is irredundant.

• Let J ⊂ {1, � , m} be the set of indexes i such that dim (Ii) = dim (IΠ
(i)

) = δ. Then Wc =

W ′ ∪ ⋃

i∈J
V ((Ii + JacX

n−δ(Ii)) ∩ Q[U ]) ∪ ⋃

i,j∈J,i� j
V ((Ii + Ij) ∩ Q[U ]) where W ′ ⊂

W∞∪Wsd.
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• If δ < d then Wsing = W ′′∪ ⋃

i∈J
V (IΠ

(i) ∪ JacU
d−δ(IΠ

(i)
)) ∪ ⋃

i,j∈J,i� j
V (Ki,j) where W ′′⊂

W∞ ∪ Wsd and Ki,j is the intersection of the radical equidimensional components of

dimension < δ of IΠ
(i) + IΠ

(j).

Proof. As IΠ
(i)

= Ii ∩ Q[U ], the first item is an immediate consequence of the commutativity of

the intersection. Similarly, IF
(i) = (Ii + F) ∩ Q[U ] and the second item results from the identity

I +K
√

⋂

J +K
√

= (I ∩J) +K
√

.

The first part of the third item results immediately from the definitions. If W∞ = V (IΠ
(i)

),
then almost all fibers of the projection have a positive dimension, which implies the inequality
for the dimensions. Conversely, the inequality implies that one of the irreducible components of

V (Ii) has a dimension higher than that of IΠ
(i)
; by equidimensionality, this is true for all the

components, and implies that for almost any point of any component of V (IΠ
(i)

) the fiber of the

projection is infinite, and thus that this component is included in W∞
(i).

The assertions concerning Wsd result immediately from the definitions.
For Wc and Wsing, we can ignore the points which belong to ΠU(V (Ii)) for i � J , since they

belong to W∞ ∪ Wsd. If a point belongs to one unique V (Ii), i ∈ J , it is critical “at large” (could

be a singular point) for ΠU if and only if it belongs to V (Ii + JacU
n−δ(Ii)). If a point belongs to

several V (Ii), it belongs to the singular locus of V (I), which proves the assertion concerning
Wc.

Finally, a point which does not belong to W∞ ∪ Wsd belongs to the singular locus of

ΠU(V (I)) , either if it is a singular point of some V (IΠ
(i)

), or if it belongs to two different irre-

ducible components of ΠU(V (I)) . If these components belong to the same V (IΠ
(i)

), the point

belongs to the singular locus of V (IΠ
(i)

); thus we may suppose that it belongs to V (IΠ
(i)

) and

V (IΠ
(j)

) with j � i; we may also suppose that it is not contained in any common component of

V (IΠ
(i)

) and V (IΠ
(j)

) (if it was the case, the point would belong to the singular of both V (IΠ
(i)

)

and V (IΠ
(j))). Consequently, it does not belong to the union of the components of dimension δ

of V (IΠ
(i) + IΠ

(j)) and therefore belongs to V (Ki,j). Conversely, it is immediate that the points of

V (Ki,j) belong to the singular locus of ΠU(V (I)). �

Proposition 21 allows to complete the algorithm to compute the discriminant variety. For
this purpose we call decompose a procedure which computes a radical equidimensional decom-
position of an ideal. As irredundancy removal is costly and not always implemented in practice,
we make a case distinction depending on the irredundancy of the output of decompose. How-
ever we suppose that the output of decompose is irredundant in dimension δ, condition which
is not very costly to satisfy, if triangular sets are used to decompose. We suppose also that the
ideals output by decompose are represented by Gröbner bases, but, for being shorter, we
describe the operations done on this output as ideal operations. The specifications of the global
algorithm (detailed in section 7) are the following :

Algorithm DiscrVar

• Input:

◦ E ,F , U , X as in the preceding algorithms

◦ Request , which may be set to NeedMinimal if a minimal discriminant variety is
requested, NeedSmallDim if a discriminant variety is requested and Partial if one
allows Wsd to be incomplete.

• Output: ID,1,� , ID,k, Property such that

◦ GD,i, i =1,� , k are Gröbner bases for <U ,X

◦ if Request = Minimal, then one wants that
⋃

i=1
k

V (〈GD,i〉) should be the minimal
discriminant variety of C w.r.t. ΠU.

◦ if Request = Large, then
⋃

i=1
k

V (〈GD,i〉) has to be a (non necessarily minimal)
discriminant variety of C w.r.t. ΠU;
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◦ if Request =PartialLarge, then it suffices that Wsd ∪
⋃

i=1
k

V (〈GD,i〉) is a discrimi-
nant variety of C w.r.t. ΠU.

◦ Property may take the same values as Request , indicating possibly that a stronger
result than asked has been obtained (for example the user may ask for a non min-
imal discriminant variety but receive the minimal one).

4 The real case

In this section, we focus on the study of S = {x∈Rn, p1(x) = 0, � , ps(x) = 0, f1(x) > 0, � fl(x) >

0}, deriving the results obtained for the related complex problem (C = {x ∈Cn , p1(x) = 0, � ,

ps(x)= 0, f1(x)� 0,� fl(x)� 0}).
A first remark is that there does not exist, in general, a minimal discriminant variety for S

(take for example S = {(u, x) ∈R2, u x − 1 = 0, u > 0}) : an equivalent object would necessarily
been a semi-algebraic set, not an algebraic set. Also, we do not pretend to give a full set of defi-
nitions but better show how to use discriminant (complex) varieties in the real case.

Proposition 22. Let W ⊂ Cd be a discriminant variety of C wrt ΠU. If W � ΠU(C) , the

number of points of S is constant over any connected open set U ⊂
(

ΠU(C)∩Rd
)

\
(

W ∩Rd).

Proof. If U ⊂Rd is any connected subset such that U ∩W = ∅, as (ΠU
−1(U) ∩ C , ΠU) is an ana-

lytic covering of U then either ΠU
−1(U)∩ C ∩Rn = ∅ or (ΠU

−1(U)∩ C ∩Rn, ΠU) is an analytic cov-
ering of U . In particular, the number of real roots of S or of S ′ is always constant over U . �

Definition 2 can not be straightforwardly generalized in the real case (W ∩ Rd is not a dis-

criminant variety of S wrt ΠU) : one may, for example, have W∞ = ΠU(C) while φu(C)∩Rn−δ is
finite for almost all u ∈ ∩ (ΠU(C) \ W ) ∩ Rd. This is the case if there are complex irreducible
components of dimension > δ without any real point. We distinguish 3 cases :

• [A] W = ΠU(C); This means that ∀u ∈ ΠU(C), φu(C) is not a finite set of points, but one
can not conclude for C ∩Rn or S. In particular, W is not a (real) discriminant variety of
S according to Definition 2.

• [B] W $ ΠU(C);

◦ [I] if ∃u∈
(

ΠU(C)∩Rd
)

\
(

W ∩Rd
)

such that φu(S)� ∅, then almost all points (u,

x) ∈ S verify ΠU((u, x)) ∈
(

ΠU(C) ∩Rd
)

\
(

W ∩Rd) so that W ∩Rd can be viewed

as a (real) discriminant variety of S according to Proposition 22.

◦ [II] if ∀u∈
(

ΠU(C)∩Rd
)

\
(

W ∩Rd
)

, φu(S) = ∅ then S ⊂
(

ΠU
−1(W )∩ C ∩Rn

)

and

one can study S as a subset of C ∩ ΠU
−1(W ) (instead of C). A main remark is that

either dim(C) < dim(C ∩ ΠU
−1(W )) (always the case when δ = d) or the number of

irreducible components of C̄ is less than the number of irreducible components of

C ∩ΠU
−1(W ), so that C ∩ΠU

−1(W ) is “smaller” than C.
Note that the condition ∃u ∈

(

ΠU(C) ∩ Rd
)

\
(

W ∩ Rd
)

(or ∀u ∈
(

ΠU(C) ∩ Rd
)

\
(

W ∩ Rd
)

,

φu(S) = ∅) can be tested in practice by taking one sample point u in each connected component

of
(

ΠU(C) ∩ Rd
)

\
(

W ∩ Rd
)

(performing an open CAD such as in [7] or using one of the algo-

rithms from [3]) and by solving the zero-dimensional system φu(S) (using for example Algorithm
[20]).

The main problem to be solved is the case [A] : If W = ΠU(C), one first needs to decide if
φu(S) is a finite set of points for almost all u ∈ φu(S) (otherwise, W ∩ Rd is a discriminant

variety of S wrt ΠU). Suppose that W = ΠU(C), and let Y ⊂ [U , X ] be a subset of transcen-
dental variables for I with V (I) = C̄ and set Y ′ = [U , X] \ Y (Y can be computed from a
Gröbner basis of I [8]). According to the results from the above sections, replacing U by Y and
X by Y ′ and setting d′=#Y , we have :

• ΠY (C) =Rd
′

;
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• dim(C)= dim(ΠY (C))= d
′

>δ

• any discriminant variety W ′ of C wrt ΠY has dimension < d′.

Again, two situation may occur :

• if ∃y ∈Rd
′

\
(

W ′ ∩Rd′

)

such that φy(S) � ∅ then dim(S) = dim(C) and thus, for almost

all u∈ΠU(C)∩Rd, φu(S) is not a finite set of points.

• if ∀y ∈ Rd
′

\
(

W ′ ∩ Rd′

)

, φy(S) = ∅, then then S ⊂
(

ΠY
−1(W

′

) ∩ C ∩ Rn
)

and one can

study S as a subset of C ∩ ΠY
−1(W ′) (instead of C), noticing that dim(C) < dim(C ∩

ΠY
−1(W ′)).

This shows the following result :

Corollary 23. There exist an algorithm which computes a constructible set C ′⊂C such that S ⊂
C ′ and if W ′ denotes the discriminant variety of C ′ wrt ΠU then W

′ ∩ Rd is a discriminant
variety of S.

A possible algorithm - RealDiscrVar - (Corollary 23) is described in section 7. It is speci-
fied as follows

Algorithm RealDiscrVar

• Input:

◦ E ,F , U , X as in the preceding algorithms.

◦ Request , which may be set to NeedMinimal if a minimal discriminant variety is
requested, NeedSmallDim if a discriminant variety is requested and Partial if one
allows Wsd to be incomplete;

◦ SamplePoints(Eq,Ineq,k) a functions which computes at least one point in each
connected component of the semialgebraic set of Rk {g = 0, g ∈ Eq, f > 0, f ∈
Ineq}.

• Ouput: GD,1,� , GD,k, Property such that

◦ GD,i, i =1,� , k are Gröbner bases for <U ,X

◦ if Request = DiscrVar, then one wants that
⋃

i=1
k

V (〈GD,i〉) is a discriminant
variety of S w.r.t. ΠU.

◦ if Request = Large, then
⋃

i=1
k

V (GD,i) has to be a (non necessarily minimal) dis-
criminant variety of S w.r.t. ΠU;

◦ if Request = PartialLarge, then it suffices that Wsd ∪ ⋃

i=1
k

V (ID,i) is a discrimi-
nant variety of S w.r.t. ΠU.

One practical difference between the real and complex cases is that one needs, in the real

case, to characterize all the connected components of ΠU(S) \
(

W ′ ∩ Rd
′
)

, say at least com-

puting one point in each, for computing a discriminant variety : this can be performed using
some algorithms from [3] or simply using a Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition [5] (we will see
in the next section how to optimize the use of the CAD in our context). Note that however,
such a computation is required for solving the initial problem in most cases (for example
counting the number of solutions wrt the parameters).

5 Using discriminant varieties - Examples
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This section is devoted to the practical use of discriminant varieties. We focus on the real
case which is more simple to illustrate. We revisit some applications already solved by ad-hoc
computations. The goal is to illustrate, on non-trivial and practical examples, how to solve effi-
ciently some problems dealing with parametric systems, by using our algorithms as black-boxes.
We have chosen difficult problems, but not too difficult, in order that the proposed solutions can
easily be reproduced by the reader. In both applications we present, the goal is to compute the
number of real roots of a parametric system wrt the parameters values.

5.1 Using discriminant varieties for counting the number of roots

For simplicity, we suppose that the constructible set C ′ from Corollary 23 is equal to C so
that if W is a discriminant variety of C, then W ∩ Rd is a discriminant variety of S (which is

the case in most situations). We denote by U1, �Uk the connected components of
(

ΠU(C) ∩
Rd

)

\
(

W ∩Rd
)

.

If u1, � , uk are sample points such that ui ∈U i then
⋃

i=1
k ΠU

−1(ui) intersects each connected
component of S ∩Rn in a finite number of points. Moreover, if U is a small neighborhood of ui,

then ΠU
−1(ui) ∩ S defines exactly one point in each connected component of ΠU

−1(U) ∩ S. Thus,
by computing one point on each Ui, one can get the number of real points of S or C over any
point of Ui, which is constant on Ui. The number of real or complex solutions of S for parame-
ters’ values which do not belong to W ∩Rd depends only on the connected component Ui and is
a computable well defined function of the index i.

In the real case, obtaining the sample points u1, � , uk consists in computing one point on
each connected component of

(

ΠU(C) ∩Rd
)

\
(

W ∩Rd
)

, which may be got with a good theoret-

ical complexity by the algorithms described in [3]. In practice, the end-user often wants to com-
pute the number of real roots of the system as a function of the parameters. Computing at least
one point on each U i is not enough for this: one needs also, at least, an algorithm to test if two
points are in the same connected component, or hopefully a comprehensive description of the
connected components.

Basically, the CAD algorithm [5] computes a cylindrical decomposition of the ambient space
in cells such that the polynomials of a given set have a constant sign on each cell. A straight-
forward method would then consist in computing a CAD of Cd, adapted to the polynomials
whose zeroes sets are ΠU(C) and W (which are explicitly known after the computation of a dis-

criminant variety); it is easy to detect which cells are included in
(

ΠU(C) ∩ Rd
)

\
(

W ∩ Rd
)

by

testing the values of the polynomials at the sample points. If we enlarge W by the cells of

dimension < δ contained in ΠU(C), we obtain again a discriminant variety such that the corre-
sponding U i are the cells of dimension δ contained in

(

ΠU(C)∩Rd
)

\
(

W ∩Rd
)

.

In practice, we directly compute the cells of dimension δ contained in
(

ΠU(C) ∩ Rd
)

\
(

W ∩
Rd

)

using the strategy proposed in [7] (Open CAD) : compared with a standard CAD, the most

costly operations (the computations with real algebraic numbers) can then be avoided in the
lifting step (this is immediate if d = δ; in the other case, one may compute a discriminant variety

of
(

ΠU(C) ∩Rd
)

\
(

W ∩Rd
)

w.r.t. a projection on Rδ and reduce the problem to the computa-

tion of an open CAD of Rδ [7]) and the number of polynomials to be computed in the projec-
tion step is exponentially less than in the classical process (there is no need to compute the sub-
resultants coefficients).

One finally gets a partition of ΠU(C) consisting in W (possibly extended) and a collection of
cells of dimension δ supplied by sample points on them. Given these sample points, one has then
to plug the corresponding parameter’s values in the initial system and to solve the corre-
sponding zero-dimensional problems using [20] or [21].

Remark 24. Such a process describes only generic solutions (outside a discriminant variety).

Note that however, the non generic solutions lies on S = S ∩ ΠU
−1(W ) (or C = C ∩ ΠU

−1(W ) in the
complex case) which theoretically can be solved using the same process. We do not study in
detail such a recursive use of our algorithms in the present contribution, since getting the full
description of the parameter’s space is not required in general in the applications and also since
it requires a lot of additional optimizations/tricks to be efficient in practice.
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5.2 Cuspidal manipulators

We revisit here an ad-hoc computation done in [7]. An extension of this problem (one vari-
able more) can be found in [6]. The goal was to compute a classification of 3-revolute-jointed
manipulators based on the cuspidal behavior. This ability to change posture without meeting a
singularity is equivalent to the existence of a point in the workspace, such that a polynomial of
degree four depending on the parameters of the manipulator and on the Cartesian coordinates of
the effector has a triple root.
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Figure 1.

The system that characterizes the cuspidal robots depends on 3 parameters d4, d3 and r2

which are the design parameters (supposed to be positive). It is given by:

P (t) = a t4 + b t3 + c t2 + d t + e = 0,
∂P

∂t
= 0,

∂2P

∂t2
=0, d4 > 0, d3 > 0, r2 > 0

with























a = m5− m2 + m0

b =− 2m3 + 2m1

c =− 2m5 +4m4 +2m0

d =2m3 + 2m1

e = m5 + m2 + m0

, and































































m0 =− r2 + r2
2 +

(R + 1− L)2

4

m1 =2r2d4 +(L −R − 1)d4r2

m2 =(L −R − 1)d4d3

m3 =2r2d3d4
2

m4 = d4
2(r2

2 +1)

m5 = d4
2d3

2

r2 = x2 + y2

R = r2 + z2

L = d4
2 + d3

2 + r2
2

In [7], the authors used a particular change of variables and a ad-hoc method based on
decompositions into triangular sets to compute a discriminant variety. The final decomposition
of the parameter’s space was obtained using an open Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition ([7]).
Let us show how the method proposed in this article allows to solve automatically the problem.
The example is interesting since the equidimensional decomposition of E is very difficult to com-
pute in practice.

We take E = {P ,
∂P

∂t
,

∂2P

∂t2
}, F = {d4, d3, r2}, U = [d4, d3, r2] and X = [t, z, r]. The system has

dimension 4 but the only component of dimension 4 is embedded in V (d4) ⊂ WF to that the
Algorithm PreProcessing does not perform any localization and its output is :

• δ = 3;

• I is the Gröbner basis of E for <U ,X ;

• IΠ = {};

• IF = {d4}∪ {d3}∪ {r2};
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As in most situations, W∞ is easy to compute. On this example, the result Algorithm proper-
nessDefects returns :

• I4
∞ = {1}, I5

∞= {r2d4− d3r2 + r2
3d4}, I6

∞= {1}
Since < E > + JacX

n−d(E) has dimension < d and since the system has 3 equations and depends

on 3 parameters, then WD = ∪i=4� 6 V (Ii
∞) ∪ V (( < E > + JacX

n−d(E)) ∩ Q[U ]). The output of
Algorithm Critical is :

• Property=Minimal

• Ising = {}
• Icrit = { − d4

2 + r2
2 + d3

2, d4
2r2

6 − d4
4r2

4 + 2d4
2r2

4 + 3d4
2d3

2r2
4 − 2d4

4r2
2 + d4

2r2
2 − 2d4

4d3
2r2

2 + 3d4
2d3

4r2
2 −

d3
2r2

2 − d4
4d3

4 + d4
2d3

2 + d4
2d3

6 − 2d4
2d3

4 − d4
4 + 2d4

4d3
2, r2

8 + 2d3
2r2

6 + 2r2
6 − 2d4

2r2
6 + d4

4r2
4 − 4d4

2r2
4 −

2d3
2r2

4 − 2d4
2d3

2r2
4 + r2

4 + d3
4r2

4 − 2d4
2r2

2 + 2d4
4r2

2 + 2d4
2d3

2r2
2 + d4

4, d3
2r2

2 − d4
2 + 2d4

2d3 + d3
2 − d4

2d3
2 −

2d3
3 + d3

4, d3
2r2

2− d4
2− 2d4

2d3 + d3
2− d4

2d3
2 +2d3

3 + d3
4 }

Also, even if we apply directly the algorithm DiscrVar with the request Minimal , no decom-
position will be computed and only two Gröbner bases computations for a block ordering <U,X

are needed (I and Icrit). Removing the polynomials that have no real roots, our algorithm gives
exactly the same result as the one obtained in [7]. As in [7], one can easily terminate the com-
putations by using an open CAD and some tools for computing the real roots of a zero-dimen-
sional system. The projection of the discriminant variety on the subspace (d3, r2) (obtained after
the first CAD projection step) appears in following figure.

(1,1)

(1,2)

(1,3)

(1,4)
(1,5)

(2,1)

(2,3)

(2,4)

(2,2)

(3,1)

(3,2)

(3,3)

(4,1)

(4,2)

(5,1)

Figure 2. Partition of the parameters’space (d3, r2)

Over each open cell, there are exactly six sheets on the discriminant variety, and the fol-
lowing table gives the number of solutions found at a sample point in each of the cells delimited
by these sheets (by solving the corresponding zero-dimensional systems):

(d3, r2) \ d4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
(1,1) 0 0 4 4 2 0 0
(1,2) 0 4 4 4 2 0 0

(1,3) 0 4 4 4 2 0 0
(1,4) 0 4 4 2 2 0 0
(1,5) 0 4 4 2 0 0 0

(2,1) 0 0 4 4 2 2 0
(2,2) 0 4 4 4 2 2 0
(2,3) 0 4 4 4 2 2 0

(2,4) 0 4 4 2 2 2 0
(3,1) 0 4 4 4 2 2 4
(3,2) 0 4 4 4 2 2 4

(3,3) 0 4 4 2 2 2 4
(4,1) 0 4 4 4 2 2 4
(4,2) 0 4 4 2 2 2 4

(5,1) 0 4 4 2 2 2 4
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We may consider that the problem is completely solved, even if no precise information is
known for parameter’s values that belongs to the discriminant variety: it will anyway be impos-
sible to construct, in practice, a robot whose parameters belong to a strict closed subset of the
parameter’s space.

5.3 Equi-Cevaline points on triangles

The problem proposed in [29] has been already solved by the authors of this paper, partially
by “hand”. In their article, they asked for a general solver able to produce the same kind of
results. In [14], one of us gave a complete answer and showed how to design a solver able to pro-
duce automatically the solution. In this section we show that our algorithm fits the require-
ments of such a solver.

The goal is to study the points of R3 where three lines passing through one point P and one
vertex of a triangle intersects the triangle in three segments of same length. In the following
system, the parameters a, b, c represent the lengths of the sides of a triangle A B C, l is the
common length of the intersections and x, y, z are the homogeneous barycentric coordinates of
P :

p1: = (c2− l2)y2 + (b2− l2)z2 + (b2 + c2− a2− 2 l2)y z = 0;

p2: = (a2− l2)z2 + (c2− l2)x2 + (c2 + a2− b2− 2 l2)z x= 0;

p3: = (b2− l2)x2 + (a2− l2)y2 + (a2 + b2− c2− 2 l2)x y =0;
f1: =x + y + z − 1= 0;

After substituting x by 1 − y − z, and according to the notations introduced in the present
paper, we take E = {p1, p2, p3}, F = {a, b, c, a + b − c, b + c − a, c + a − b} (the conditions
asserting that the triangle exists), X = [y, z, l] and U = [a, b, c]. In [14], the author defines in fact
a discriminant variety constituted by conditions of degeneracy (degenerated triangles) and 10
polynomials. As for the previous application, there is no need to localize by F , WF is clearly
defined by F , and Wsing and Wsd are empty. Thus it only remains to compute W∞ and Wc.
Our algorithm computes easily W∞ = V (a b c(a + c − b)(a + c + b)(b + a − c)(a − b − c)), which
corresponds exactly to the degenerated situations (degenerated triangles) listed by the authors
in [29] and [14]. Wc is then the union of the zero sets of the following polynomials:

{a − b, a + b, a − c, a + c, c + b, c − b, (1/5) c4 − (2/5) a2c2 + a4 − (2/5) b2c2 − (2/5) a2b2 + (1/

5) b4,− (5/3) c4 + (2/3) a2c2 + a4 + (2/3) b2c2 − 2 a2b2 + b4, c4 − a2c2 + a4 − b2c2 − a2b2 + b4, 5 c4 −
2 a2c2 + a4 − 2 b2c2 − 2 a2b2 + b4, c4 − 2 a2c2 + a4 − 2 b2c2 − 2 a2b2 + 5 b4, c4 − 2 a2c2 + a4 + (2/
3) b2c2 + (2/3) a2b2− (5/3) b4,− (3/5) c4− (2/5) a2c2 + a4 + (6/5) b2c2− (2/5 )a2b2− (3/5) b4}.

By removing the polynomials that have no real roots in the first quadrant, we obtain the
same 10 polynomials as in [14]. In other words, our algorithm is an automatic method for
solving the problem.

6 Conclusion

In this article, we proposed some tools for computing the discriminant variety of a basic con-
structible set C (w.r.t. a given projection) and for describing the sub-manifolds of its comple-
mentary in the Zariski closure of the image of C. We shown that this object is optimal and easy
to compute in most cases. We also demonstrate its efficiency in terms of computation times
(cuspidal manipulators) but also in terms of quality of the output (Equi-Cevaline points on tri-
angles).

There are several directions in which this work needs to be improved.
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First of all, the discriminant variety is computed as a union of several varieties. It appears
that this output is usually strongly redundant: W∞ is produced as a union of n − δ components,
while it is frequently equal to the one which corresponds to the lowest variable; the components
of C of dimension > δ are included in both Wc and W∞ (and also, very frequently, in WF); if
d > δ, Wc and Wsing share a big component, frequently equal to Wc. It would save a lot of com-
putation time if one could avoid the computations needed to produce redundant components
and to recognize their redundancy. Also Wc and especially Wsing are costly to compute because
of the high degree of the Jacobian determinants, which would make interesting any method
avoiding the Jacobian criterion or decreasing the cost of its computation. Therefore we need
other ways to compute a discriminant variety, which produce a better decomposition as output.
A first result in this direction appears in [?].

In the same way, it appears that the discriminant variety of ΠU
−1(WD) ∩ C may be needed,

and that its computation may take strongly advantage of the computation done for WD. This
needs to be made more explicit.

Another direction should be to estimate the complexity of our algorithm. We already know,
since the object which is computed is optimal and several algorithms compute a discriminant
variety, that the degree of the discriminant variety is simply exponential in the number of vari-
ables (see [13] for example). Computing a precise bound would give precious informations on the
complexity of solving parametric systems. We also know that the running time of our algorithm
is simply exponential in the number of variables when using the Gröbner engine proposed in
[13]. A challenge would be to prove that we would get a better or at least more precise bound
by using [10] as Gröbner engine.

Finally, we have to extend the class of problems which may be solved by computing discrimi-
nant variety. For example, by choosing conveniently the set of U -variables and applying recur-

sively our algorithm to C ∩ ΠU
−1(WD), one may obtain a decomposition of C into smooth equidi-

mensional semi-algebraic sets. By refining this decomposition one may deduce a cell decomposi-
tion of C (decomposition in semi-algebraic sets isomorphic to some Ri). The knowledge of the
neighborhood relation between these cells would imply a complete description of the topology of
C. In our opinion one of the main challenges of our field would be to design an algorithm to do
this, which, together, would be practically efficient and have a good complexity (i.e. simply
exponential in the number of variables). We are yet far from this objective for several reasons,
notably because of the use of the CAD which makes the computation doubly exponential in the
dimension d of C (note however that the CAD alone would induce a much higher complexity,
doubly exponential in n).

We already addressed the problem of computing equi-dimensional and radical decomposi-
tions for solving the general case. For example, in the case of constructible sets whose projection
on the parameter’s space is dense, we never need to compute a full decomposition but simply
the radical of the primary components of dimension δ of the studied ideal whose intersection
with Q[U ] have dimension δ and the intersection with Q[U ] of the primary components of
dimension < δ. One can thus easily optimize existing classical algorithms which compute pri-
mary decomposition for this specific purpose but getting an efficient decomposition designed for
our purpose is still a challenge.
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7 Algorithms

Algorithm PreProcessing

• Input : E ,F , U , X

• Output : δ and G, GΠ, GF such that

◦ G is a reduced Gröbner basis for <U ,X such that C ∩ΠU
−1(ΠU(C) \WF) = V (〈G〉)∩

ΠU
−1(ΠU(C) \WF);

◦ GΠ, GF are reduced Gröbner bases for <U such that V (〈GΠ〉) = ΠU(C) and
V (〈GF〉) =WF;

• Begin

◦ Compute GE the reduced Gröbner basis of E for <U ,X

◦ Deduce GE ,U =GE ∩Q[U ]

◦ Compute dE ,U, the dimension of GE ,U

◦ Compute GE∩F, the reduced Gröbner basis of E ∪{ ∏

i=1
s

fi} for <U,X

◦ if (GE∩F =GE) then return (δ =− 1, G= {1}, GΠ = {1}, GF = {1})
◦ else

− Deduce GE∩F ,U =GE∩F ∩Q[U ]

− Compute dE∩F ,U, the dimension of GE∩F ,U

− if (dE ,U = dE∩F ,U) then

• Compute GE ,TF, the reduced Gröbner basis of E ∪ {T (
∏

i=1
l

fi) −
1} for <T ,(U ,X)

• Deduce GE ,F =GE ,TF ∩Q[X, U ]

• return(preProcessing(GE ,F,F , U , X))

− else return( δ = dE ,U, G= GE, GΠ = GE ,U, GF = GE∩F ,U)

• End

Algorithm PropernessDefects

• Input : GU ,X,U ,X where GU,X a reduced Gröbner basis w.r.t <U,X where <U and
<X are Degree Reverse Lexicographic orderings;

• Output : Gi
∞, i = d +1�n such that

◦ Gi
∞ is a Gröbner basis for <U

◦ W∞=∪i=0
n−d

V (Gi
∞)

• Begin

◦ Set Gi
∞= GU ,X ∩Q[U ] for i= d + 1,� , n

◦ for g ∈GU,X

− if ∃i ∈ [d + 1�n] and ∃k ∈ N⋆ such that LM<X
(g) = Xi

k then Gi
∞ = Gi

∞ ∪
{LC<X

(g)}
◦ return (Gi

∞, d+ 1= 1,� , n)

• End
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Algorithm Critical

• Input : E , G, GΠ, δ, U , X as in Algorithm PreProcessing

• Output : Gc, Gsing and Property such that

◦ Gc and Gsing are reduced Gröbner bases for <U

◦ if Property=Minimal , then WD = W∞ ∪V (〈Gc〉) ∪ V (〈Gsing〉) ∪WF is the minimal
discriminant variety of C w.r.t. ΠU (Corollary 18).

◦ if Property=PartialLarge, then W∞∪Wsd ∪V (〈Gc〉)∪V (〈Gsing〉)∪WF has dimen-
sion <δ and is a discriminant variety of C w.r.t. ΠU (Corollary 17).

◦ if Property=NeedRadical , then W∞ ∪ Wsd ∪ V (〈Gc〉) ∪ V (〈Gsing〉) ∪ WF is not a

discriminant variety of C w.r.t. ΠU (if I = 〈G〉, dim(V ((I + JacX
n−δ(I))∩Q[U ])))≥

δ).

• Begin

◦ Compute Gjac, the reduced Gröbner basis of (〈G〉 ∪ {JacX
n−δ(E)}) w.r.t. <U ,X

◦ Deduce Gc = Gjac ∩Q[U ]

− if δ < d compute Gsing, the reduced Gröbner basis of (〈GΠ〉 ∪ {JacU
d−δ(GΠ)})

w.r.t. <U

− else set Gsing = {1}

◦ If dim (〈Gc〉)< δ then

− if n− δ = ♯E then return(Gc, Gsing, Minimal)
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− else return(Gc, Gsing, PartialLarge)

◦ else return(Gc, Gsing,NeedRadical)

• End

Algorithm Core

• Input : E ,F , U , X

• Output : G, GΠ, GD,1,� , GD,k and Property such that

◦ G is a reduced Gröbner basis for <U,X where <U and <X are Degree Reverse
Lexicographic orderings;

◦ (GD,i)i=1� k and IΠ are Gröbner bases for <U ;

◦ if Property=Minimal , then ∪i=1
k

V (〈GD,i〉) is the minimal discriminant variety of
C w.r.t. ΠU;

◦ if Property=PartialLarge, then Wsd ∪i=1
k

V (〈GD,i〉) is a discriminant variety of C
w.r.t. ΠU, which has the same components of dimension δ, if any, as the minimal
one;

◦ if Property=NeedRadical , then Wsd ∪ Wc ∪ Wsing ∪i=1
k

V (〈GD,i〉) is the minimal
discriminant variety of C w.r.t. ΠU.

• Begin

◦ δ, G, GΠ, GF=PreProcessing(E ,F , U , X)

◦ if (GΠ = {1}) then return(G,GΠ,δ,1,GΠ,Minimal)

◦ (Gi
∞)i=1� n−d=PropernessDefects(G,U ,X)

◦ if Gi
∞ =GΠ for some i in {1,� , n− d} then return(G,GΠ,δ,1,GΠ,Minimal)

◦ Gc, Gsing,Property=Critical(E , G, GΠ, δ, U , X)

◦ if Property=NeedRadical , then

return(G, GΠ, δ , n− d + 1, GF, (Gi
∞)i=1� n−d,Property)

◦ else return(G, GΠ, δ, n− d + 3, IF, (Gi
∞)i=1� n−d,Gc, Gsing,Property)

• End
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Algorithm DiscrVar

• Input:

◦ E ,F , U , X as in the preceding algorithms

◦ Request , which may be set to NeedMinimal if a minimal discriminant variety is
requested, NeedSmallDim if a discriminant variety is requested and Partial if one
allows Wsd to be incomplete.

• Output: ID,1,� , ID,k, Property such that

◦ GD,i, i =1,� , k are Gröbner bases for <U ,X

◦ if Request = Minimal, then one wants that
⋃

i=1
k

V (〈GD,i〉) should be the minimal
discriminant variety of C w.r.t. ΠU.

◦ if Request = Large, then
⋃

i=1
k

V (〈GD,i〉) has to be a (non necessarily minimal)
discriminant variety of C w.r.t. ΠU;

◦ if Request =PartialLarge, then it suffices that Wsd ∪
⋃

i=1
k

V (〈GD,i〉) is a discrimi-
nant variety of C w.r.t. ΠU.

◦ Property may take the same values as Request , indicating possibly that a stronger
result than asked has been obtained (for example the user may ask for a non min-
imal discriminant variety but receive the minimal one).

Begin

• G, GΠ, δ , k, (GD,i)i=1,� ,k, Property=core(E , U , X)

• if Property = Minimal or Request =Property then return ((GD,i)i=1,� ,k, Property )

• (Gi)i=1,� ,m = decompose(G)

• if Property = PartialLarge and Request =Large then

◦ GD = {GD,i, i =1,� , k}
◦ for i= 1,� , m do if dim (Gi) <δ then

− GΠ
(i)

= Gi∩Q[U ]

− if dim (GΠ
(i)

)= dim (Gi) then GD =GD ∪{GΠ
(i)}

◦ return(ID, Large)

• ID = {GD,i, i =1,� , n− d +1} (at this stage we have V (GD) =W∞∪WF )

• for i= 1,� , m do if dim (Gi) 6 δ then

◦ GΠ
(i) = Gi∩Q[U ]

◦ if dim (GΠ
(i)

)= dim (Gi) <δ then GD = GD ∪{GΠ
(i)}

◦ if dim (GΠ
(i)

)= dim (Gi) = δ then GD = GD ∪{ critical(Gi, Gi, GΠ
(i)

, δ, U , X)}
• for i= 1,� , m do for j = i + 1,� , m do

◦ if δ = dim (Gi)= dim (Gj) =dim (GΠ
(i)

)= dim (GΠ
(j)

) then

− GD = GD ∪ {(Gi +Gj)∩Q[U ]}
− if δ <d and GΠ

(i)� GΠ
(j)

then

• (Ki′)i′=1,� ,m′ = decompose (GΠ
(i)

+ GΠ
(j)

)

• for i′ =1,� , m′ do if dim (Ki′)< δ then GD =GD ∪ {Ki′}
• if decompose provides a certified irredundant output

◦ then Property =Minimal

◦ else Property = Large

• return(GD, Property)

End
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Algorithm RealDiscrVar

• Input:

◦ E ,F , U , X as in the preceding algorithms.

◦ Request , which may be set to NeedMinimal if a minimal discriminant variety is
requested, NeedSmallDim if a discriminant variety is requested and Partial if one
allows Wsd to be incomplete;

◦ SamplePoints(Eq,Ineq,k) a functions which computes at least one point in each

connected component of the semialgebraic set of Rk {g = 0, g ∈ Eq, f > 0, f ∈
Ineq}.

• Ouput: GD,1,� , GD,k, Property such that

◦ GD,i, i =1,� , k are Gröbner bases for <U ,X

◦ if Request = DiscrVar, then one wants that
⋃

i=1
k

V (〈GD,i〉) is a discriminant
variety of S w.r.t. ΠU.

◦ if Request = Large, then
⋃

i=1
k

V (〈GD,i〉) has to be a (non necessarilly minimal)
discriminant variety of S w.r.t. ΠU;

◦ if Request =PartialLarge, then it suffices that Wsd ∪
⋃

i=1
k

V (〈GD,i〉) is a discrimi-
nant variety of S w.r.t. ΠU.

Begin

• δ, G, GΠ, GF=PreProcessing(E ,F , U , X)

• if (GΠ = {1}) then return(G,GΠ,δ,1,GΠ,DiscrVar)

• (Gi
∞)i=1� n−d=PropernessDefects(G,U ,X)

• if Gi
∞ =GΠ for some i in {1,� , n− d} then

◦ Compute Y ⊂ [U , X] a maximal subset of transcendental variables for I = 〈G〉;
◦ GΠ

′ , GD,1
′ ,� , GD,k

′ , Property=DiscrVar(G, GF, Y , [U , X] \ Y ,Large)

◦ if SamplePoints(GΠ
′ ∪i=1

k GD,i
′ ,F , #Y )� ∅ then return(IΠ)

◦ else return(RealDiscrVar(G∪i=1
k GD,i,F , U , X))

End
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